Suzanne Georges &
Hemmelmark Productions present:

Veruschka
A life for the CAmerA
Veruschka's Bones, her body, her extraordinary length have compelled
her to invent her own person. -- The most beautiful woman in the
world. – There’s just nobody like her, -- she’s beautiful alone. -Beauty isolates the person who owns it and isolation makes demands
on the imagination, -- you must extend yourself to meet the challenge
or know that a kind of splendor is lost to you for ever.
Richard Avedon 1972
The most famous and sought after model of her day she became a
creative element equal to that of the photographer in the creation of
the final image and did much to cause fashion photography to be
regarded as an art-form itself. Her work as both model and artist
continues to inspire the worlds of fashion and photography and those
creative artists who seek out and evolve their own individual identity.

A Film by PAul Morrissey

notes on the trailer
This Trailer for the film, which is intended to be 90 minutes in
running time, is only a rough sample to indicate the nature of the
story and more precisely, the type of visual material that is
available both in photographs and from motion-pictures sources.
Almost all of Veruschkas work as a model was done for the Condé
Nast Corp. in the U.S.A., France and Italy. Access to the archives of
these magazines is availlable to this project and their full
collaboration has been promised.
We have an option on obtaining full access to a feature length 35
mm film made in Italy in 1970 by Francesco Rubartelli based on the life
of Veruschka in fictionalized form. This unique film has never been
seen anywhere in the world except for a very short time in Italy and
was never distributed elsewhere due to a bankruptcy. We have full
access to use a new 35 mm color inter-positive for either a new
negative or a digital transfer, guaranteeing perfect color for the
many sequences to be taken from this film. Also we expect to have the
rights to the music from this film which was composed especially for
Veruschka by Ennio Moricone.
We hope to obtain the full opening scene from the film BLOW-UP in
which Veruschka made such a memorable impression and which is
being reissued soon on DVD as well as scenes from her many other
film appearances. We also have access to the 16 mm color footage
of her art work, not just the body painting but the Oxidations, the
Prato series and the recent scenes from the Emanations video as
well as digital material on her recent modelling work.
Peter Beard has an archive of Veruschka material that began in
1962 and continues up to the present day. All of his photos and
contact sheets are accessible to us as well as prints from many
other internationally famous photographers whose work appeared
outside of Condé Nast.
The German National Film Archives should provide us with film
footage of von Ribbentropp and the period of her childhood, the
Hitler bunker, the assassination attempt and the subsequent show
trials conducted by the infamous Roland Freissler of the main
conspirators in the attempt on Hitlers life in July, 1944.
Therefore almost all of the visual material to be used in the film
should be coming from original sources and be of the best possible
quality.
Not included in this trailer is the herefore unknown personal
story of Veruschka’s lifelong battle with seemingly overwhelming
depressions which led her to suicide attempts and devastatingly
interrupted her successful career as both a model and as an artist.
Her success in overcoming this powerful illness, only just recently
coming to be understood, forms the basis of her dramatic and
fascinating life story.

DVD
pal FORMAT

If you want to view the DVD, please make sure there is a stereo
sound system availlable. The DVD is produced in Surround Sound.
The Background/music channel will be mute on a mono-system.
Bookdesign, video - edit and additional text by michael waschke

Paul Morrissey
Born in New York City in 1938, he studied literature at Fordham
University and in the early 1960’s began directing short
independent films. In 1965 Andy Warhol asked him to contribute
ideas and bring new direction to the film experiments he had
recently been presenting--others had been suggesting, and in a
very limited sense, directing these early experiments, but they
remained in a static, relatively primitive state. From then on,
Morrissey not only directed all of the films but signed a
management contract with Warhol putting him in charge of all
operations at the Warhol studio with the exception of the sales
of artwork.
It was Morrissey’s idea that Warhol’s celebrity name be used
to promote a rock n’ roll group; to that end, he discovered the
Velvet Underground, added Nico to the band and signed them
all to a management contract. While administering the very
successful early years of the group, he continued to bring
story ideas, casting, cinematography and direction to all of the
film experiments that Warhol presented from “My Hustler”
(1965) and “Chelsea Girls” (1966) through “Imitation of Christ”
(1967) and “Bike Boy” (1967).
After “Lonesome Cowboys”, he assumed total control of all
his subsequent Films.Morrissey parted company with Warhol in
1975 when the artist chose to concentrate on his painting and
business activities. One of the very few American film directors
to remain independent of any Hollywood film companies,
independent or otherwise, he was always responsible for his
films in their entirety, working consistently with mostly young
unknown actors, writing and directing with no outside
interference of any kind. Once financing from “independent”
sources no longer allowed him the freedom from interference
that he previously enjoyed, he stopped making films.
SPIKE OF BENSONHURST (1988)
BEETHOVEN’S NEPHEW (1985)
MIXED BLOOD (1985) FORTY DEUCE (1982)
MADAME WANG’S (1981)
HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES (1978)
BLOOD FOR DRACULA (1974)
FLESH FOR FRANKENSTEIN (1974)
HEAT (1972) WOMEN IN REVOLT (1972)
L'AMOUR (1972) TRASH (1970)
FLESH (1968) LONESOME COWBOYS (1968)
IMITATION OF CHRIST (1967)
BIKEBOY (1967) CHELSEA GIRLS (1966)

Veruschka a Life for the Camera
by Paul Morrissey
Born in an ancient castle to an aristocratic Prussian family
who's ancestors had owned the land for 800 years, the Countess
Vera Gottliebe von Lehndorff, known throughout her adult life
as Veruschka, one of the 20th century's most beautiful women,
has a life story that could only be told in a visual biography. It
would not only tell of her life as a child growing up in a home
that was turned into the Nazi-Headquarters for the invasion of
Russia, but also of her family's post war impoverishment in
different destroyed German cities, her work as a model, perhaps
the most famous and unique of all time in a modern world
dominated by celebrity and fashion and her career as an artist
that began as an art student in Hamburg when still a teenager.
Preceding her career as a model, it is ironic that in her
performance art she should have conceived of herself and her
appearance as something to be disguised and hidden as if she
was an inanimate object, her face and physical appearance
dissolving and disappearing under body paint and make-up. In the
exact opposite direction in her work as a model, her
extraordinary face and figure are glorified, emphasized and
enhanced by make-up and costume to an astonishing degree never
seen before or since, but becoming in effect another kind of
inanimate object, someone whose appearance was almost too
perfect to be real, the dream fantasy image of every woman or
man who ever encountered her pictures in magazines all over
the world.

That this very dramatic split in her two public lives, - as artist
and model-, on the one hand being celebrated in photographs
taken by others, - on the other hand seeking to hide herself
from view in photographs taken by herself, - is perhaps somehow
rooted in her own very dramatic life story, one that is so very
connected to some of the most historical events of the 20th
century and specifically to German history; - the devastating
effects of world war II, it's confused and bleak aftermath for
Germany, especially for those that turned against Hitler during
the war itself.
Many were murdered by the Nazis, like Veruschka's father, but
then after the war tens of thousands suffered like her family,
by having their homes and property confiscated by the
enslavement of Eastern Europe by the Soviets, never to be
returned even after the reunification of Germany.
Following the war, the resentment many Post-war Germans
felt towards those like Count von Lehndorff's family for going
against Hitler made life even more difficult. Veruschka's early
life as one of 4 daughters growing up in a story-book castle
with wealthy, handsome, aristocratic parents was interrupted at
first by having to share her families home with Hitler's Foreign
Minister, Joachim von Ribbentropp and the Wolfsschanze, and
then cruelly shattered by her father's heroic participation in
the plot to assassinate Hitler at Rastenberg, only six miles
from her home.
After the grotesque public trial (documentary footage of
which exists) her father was executed, her mother and
grandparents placed in concentration camps and she and her 3
sisters where taken into "Sippenhaft” at a children's home at
Bad Sachsa in the Harz where family members of a resistance
fighter were imprisoned for his or her crime. Her subsequent
reunion with her mother and sisters in a war ravaged Germany,
only to become a family of stateless, displaced persons
wandering from German city to city in search for some place to
live, must have been a traumatic nightmarish childhood for
someone who, perhaps ever afterward, was never quite sure of
her own identity and her secure place in the world. Her escape
into the world of fantasy through art and photography and her
quest to establish herself as an artist in her own right and
perhaps not just as an inanimate object for the camera, is
essentially the core of this German girl's life story.
This is to be her story narrated by her, revealing for the
first time the long term effects of a disastrously disturbed
childhood that eventually led to repeated nervous breakdowns
that paralyzed her adult life even in the midst of a hugely
successful career as a model and as one of the world's most
envied and beautiful women.

Steinort - the Prussian estate
of the Lehndorff Family
In 1600 the Lehndorff family built a palace at lake Steinort, which was
looted and burnt by Tartars in 1656. It was rebuilt in baroque style in
1689 and in the first half of the 19th century it was rebuilt once more.
The estate included a neo-classic pavilion from the end of 18 century,
a neo-gothic chapel, many renaissance sculptures, a granary, cowsheds
and the hundred-room manor house. The interior of the palace was
sumptuously furnished with furniture of the period of the house's
construction, paintings, a numismatic collection (280 thousand coins)
and biblical wall paintings. Near lake Steinort
is the Lendorff’s
cemetery, but now it’s almost completely destroyed. The last of the
Lehndorff’s, Heinrich, set the estate back on its feet. His father, who
bred racehorses, had rebuilt the palace in 1900. Since the 1930's
Heinrich had been a member of the resistance and a leader in the plot
to assassinate Hitler in July 1944. He turned himself over to the
Gestapo to protect his family and was executed in Berlin on 4.09.1944.
The palace is a private property now in Poland.

the main manor in 1994

Hitler's Wolfs-Lair in Rastenburg was the headquarters of the
Commander-in-chief of the army (OKH). 2100 people were involved in
the construction efforts. On the area of 250 hectares 200
different buildings were built including 34 reinforced concrete
Bunkers and 2 anti-aircraft shelters. 1500 people lived in the
vicinity, including 40 generals. They where protected by a Guard
Battalion of Wehrmacht which was equipped with anti-aircraft guns
and heavy weapons. 60 agents of the Gestapo and numerous SS
quartered here. Hitler visited often and spends much of the year
1943 on the premises. The whole complex was built on grounds that
belonged to the Lehndorff family.

Veruschka
is the most
beautiful
Woman in
the world
...
RICHARD AVEDON TELLS-IN HIS OWN
WORDS WHAT MAKES HER UNIQUE,

(Vogue May 1972)

Veruschka is the most beautiful woman in the whole world. There's
just nobody like her. If she's beautiful, she's beautiful alone.
There are imitations of Sophia Loren, only not as good, and a new
Garbo is discovered every decade, but there is and will always be
only one Veruschka. Beauty isolates the person who owns it and
isolation makes demands on the imagination. Veruschka's bones, her
body, her extraordinary length have compelled her to invent her
own person. There's just no one she could imitate. There's never
enough of her. Each encounter is unfulfilled and -unforgettable.
It has nothing to do with ordinary life. The last time I photographed
her she said, "Goodbye for now," and then she didn't come back for
five years. When she finally walked in, I felt as if we'd both been
waiting every day of those years between. I couldn't disappoint her. I
love looking at her through the dressing-room door. It's usually
pretty crowded in there and she sits at the dressing table with her
tea and honey, naked, oblivious to hairdressers, fashion editors and
assistants, making up her face with a Japanese paintbrush. She has
the concentration of a child playing some totally private, wordless
game alone as she places the shadows where she wants them and the
highlights where she thinks they belong.
She chooses words very carefully. She talks about her skin as if it
has a mind of its own. It can be tired when she's not. She speaks of
her hair as a head of independent hairs and calls them "my hairs,"
even the baby ones at the back of her neck. And that's not a
grammatical error. It has to do with consideration. She'll cover her
breasts in front of some and not in front of others. That selectivity
has implications of intimacy and trust. It's a commitment. She's
sensitive to the fact that she's undressed and you're there and it's
full of nuances which she will neither deny nor resolve. They
become resolved in the work.

I love talking with her because of that voice. There's none like it,
deep, unimaginably soft, and, for a romantic girl, remarkably
unsentimental, which gives romance its real power. She knows the
value of a quiet, two-hour conversation before going on the set. The
time is never wasted. Her skin is like litmus paper for her feelings.
She's all made up and ready and, as we sit together, her skin gets
very warm in color and then, suddenly, it drains. The second the
color leaves her face, I know she's ready to work.
Veruschka is the only woman I permit to look at herself in the
mirror while I'm photographing her. The mirror makes most women
aware of their weaknesses and, in trying to correct them, they come
up with evasions, hiding arms that seem too thin or hips that seem
too wide. Veruschka knows that it is what's peculiar to her that's
beautiful and she works to bring it forward.
It's wonderful to see her searching for and emphasizing her
irregularities. There are times during a sitting when she turns to
look at me or at the camera and, without so much as lifting an
eyebrow or curving her mouth, smiles, challenges. It's like the
opposite of the Dylan song, "I'll let you in my dream if you'll let me
in yours." That seems to be what most people need. But not
Veruschka. She'll let you look into her dream but she wouldn't fit
in yours. There's a profoundly moving moment at the end of every
sitting with Veruschka when I say, "I think I've got it." She looks at me
with a startled expression that comes very quickly across her face.
I once asked her what she hopes for from a sitting, why she does it,
and she said, "When I was a child I loved things because they were
beautiful, but that isn't enough. I want to do something with it. You
make photographs. I would like to do it with my own body. I'm
fascinated to see myself reproduced again, that there is no end of
looking always a little bit different. And this is like a wine or a
drug or something. You always have to have another one." Ending the
sitting, which is something only I can do, is like an interruption. I
feel as if I'm taking her away from work that, for her, will always be
unfinished.
It's impossible to be beautiful without being moving and impossible
to be moving without a sense of irony. Veruschka makes me laugh a
lot. She makes everybody laugh. At her most remarkable, when
everything is perfect and the light is on her and we are all frozen
by what she has accomplished, she sinks a little deeper into her
knees, looks at my assistant holding the light, and says, "He makes
good lightning, no?"
It is both deliberate and a little hesitant. She keeps you guessing
about how much she really knows. She seems to hover, waiting for
the laughter. It's the subtlest kind of demand. It's not just that
she's said something funny. She's made you want to laugh for her.
She turns words around. She turns everything around. Her
presence in a room calls it all into question, what you thought you
knew, what you were sure of. Nothing looks the same as it did
before she got there. Tall girls become short girls. Brown walls
go golden. Being beautiful in her way demands something and you
must extend yourself to meet the challenge or know that a kind of
splendor is lost to you forever.

Transfigurations and related works
Vera's earliest in-to-the-background body painting dates back to the
year 1965. It was executed in Rome using a Terrazzo wall of her
Hotel room. Her experimental approach towards make up and mask
painting paved the way for this unusual and original concept. Her
attempt to completely explore the idea of painting on her body with
some form of lively expression soon let to a vast variety of themes.

Terrazzo

Stone

Leaf

A first deliberate volume of body art work was created for the Film
Stop Veruschka (Franco Rubartelli 1970). It features already a
variety of subjects: animal, plant and mineral life as well as inner
motives like despair, delusion, entrapment.

snake

crust

In the middle seventies Vera conceptualized her involvement in fashion
during the foregoing decade and created a number of contemporary
American archetypes by painting outfits on the naked body. The series
Mimicry Dress Art features sex dolls, stars, business men, dandies and
gangsters. It marks the beginning of the artistic relationship with
artist Holger Truelzsch.

Mimicry Dress Art Germany 1971-72

In 1972 her career took her to Africa where she worked with the
artist and photographer Peter Beard at the estate of the writer
Karen Blixen in Kenya. This experience inspired the Mozambique
Project. Later Holger Trülzsch accompanied Vera on a journey to
West Africa and photographed her elaborate and original
compositions of herself as phantastic forms of plantlife and bizarre
imagined animal creatures.

Mozambique Project

The humor and playfulness of early works are in contrast to the
solemn austerity of later periods. Transfigurations (Germany,
Greece 1970 - 76) incorporates work, that was not narrative but
rather inspired by painting. Of interest were all materials and
surfaces that would display effects of time and decay caused by
human activity and chemical corrosion. These pictures explore the
microcosm of color and texture, which is in traditional painting an
asset of the background and serves to promote and outline the
figure. By Painting the figure into the background and
photographing the image Vera Lehndorff and Holger Trülzsch
created the basis of the later more mature stages of their art.

Transfigurations

Transfigurations was followed by the series Oxydations which was
produced in the old fish auction hall of Hamburg in Germany 1975 1978. Susan Sontag wrote the essay "Fragments of an esthetic of
Melancholy" about the images which have been widely disseminated
and toured the globe in exhibitions, books and magazines.

Oxydations

Fragments of
an Aesthetic
of Melancholy
Susan Sontag,
from her introduction
to "Transfigurations"
Thames/Hudson 1986
What melancholy objects these
images are! Because, first of all,
they are a compendium of desires contrasting, contradictory; impacted, immobilizing. The desire to
become fully visible, to be seen (at
last) as one is; to be honest; to be
unmasked; the desire to hide, to be
camouflaged; to be else - where >>
other; the desire to impersonate
someone else, but that is not other
enough; the desire to escape
merely human appearance: to be an
animal, not a person, an object
(stone? wood? metal? cloth?), not a
person; to be done with personhood; the desire to be emblematic impervious to age and the distress
of flesh; the desire to accede to
the ruins of time, to be reconciled
with the depression of time; to
become a ruin; the desire to punish
the self; the desire to place no aim
before that of gratifying it; the
desire to dissolve the self into the
world; the desire to accuse the
world to matter, something one can
inscribe oneself on, sink into, be
saturated with; the desire to
compete with one's own image, to
become image; artifact; art; form;
the desire to be stripped down; to
be naked; to be concealed; to
disappear to be only one's skin, to
modify the skin; to petrify the body;
to become fixed; to become
dematerialized, a ghost; to become
matter only, inorganic matter, to
stop; to die.
(excerpt)

introduction to
the Oxydations
catalog
by Robert Hughes,
Times Magazine art critic
A grim place, the old Fish
Auction Hall in Hamburg. It
looks like the inside of a whale:
not only dead but petrified … In
1978, the Hall became the
setting for a remarkable work
of body art, made by two people:
Vera Lehndorff and Holger
Trülzsch. .... They had worked
together since 1970, not on
fashion shots, but on more and
more elaborate corporeal
disguises thought up by
Lehndorff Their way of working
had a certain complexity; it was
not the schematic affair of
(active) photographer directing
(passive) model, but a real
collaboration. Together, they
chose motifs and back-grounds:
a flaking metal door with bolts
and straps, a moldering patch
of wall next to a junction box,
naked pipes, a rusty steel
column. Then, … Veruschka
would stand for hour after
hour while she and Trülzsch
painstakingly and elaborately
"rendered" her body in …

greasepaint, applied over a coat of powder, so that it looked-not just
a bit, but precisely, with a tyrannical photorealist intensity-like the
wall or the column beneath. They painted her into near-invisibility.
Then Trülzsch took the photograph, frontal and plain. The result was
like a revision of the myth of Apollo and Daphne, redone in terms, not
of leafy nature, but of post-industrial squalor: the woman becoming
alien substance,vanishing into iron and brick, as the nymph became a
tree. The effect was densely poetic, as though the penitential
severities of body-art had been infused with the erotic and mnemonic
charge of Surrealist poetry.
For Lehndorff it was an act of disintoxication, a cold-turkeying of the
socially fetishized body. What could be further from the rituals of
glamor attached to being the most famous model of a decade? Nobody
disputes that modelling is hard work, but the kind of work done by
Veruschka in the Fish Auction Hall was grossly demanding: a matter of
standing rigid for twelve or sixteen hours at a stretch, exhausted,
disgusted, flea-bitten and bored, at times unable to move or sit for fear
of cracking the intricate shelf of corrosion and decay borne on the
skin, joints swelling, half-blinded by lights, short of air. And for what?
For a mineralization of the self For a body that is not merely
"enigmatic, " but hardly there: a body that recedes in its hope of
authenticity, that distills the "passivity" of the model down to the core
of stony unblinking endurance. The Hamburg Oxidations, however, are
not about the pursuit of illusion, but the confrontation of despair
imbued with an imagery of extreme self –renunciation, the yearning for
dissolution. Lehndorff/Trtülzsch's work is full of this desire to let go,
to be absorbed back into the inchoate matrix, to rejoin the vegetative
and the mineral -an abandonment of consciousness, akin to being buried
alive.

leave the world unseen
And with thee fade away into the forest dim:
Fade far away dissolve, and quite forget
What thou among the leaves hast never known...(Keats)

Prato - SIrius (Italy 1984/85)

Prato/Sirius

Another ancient industrial site, the Fabric mills in Prato, near
Florence in Italy was the location for the collaboration of Vera
Lehndorff and Holger Trülzsch in 1984/85. For generations the
people of Prato have recycled all kinds of cloth, sorting them by
color and fabric. The multi-colored landscapes of discarded gowns,
piled up in a vast 19th century industrial complex inspired to the
series. The softness and vivid color of the fabric - its resemblance
to skin when torn or sliced - creates a human drama that
distinguishes the Prato/Sirius images from the mineral hardness of
the corroded metal and decayed brick in Oxydations. For the first
time the background is manipulated, composed. Bundles of cloth
were arranged, packed, ruptured or veined with twine into a
monumental collage where the body was painted with such
exactitude, that even on man sized prints it is difficult to be
discovered.

Buddha Bum & Burning City
The earliest pencil and charcoal sketches and installations related
to this project date back as far as 1985. They are followed by a
series of ash paintings, Germany 1987 - 95.

To this project belong another 15 images of ash portraits (NYC
1987). This series and related films have been exhibited at the MoMa
/PS.1 NYC in November 2002 and in the moore college Gallery
Philadelphia in March 2003.

the ash self portrait series

The BURNING CITY was constructed as a hollow bloc and brick
installation. Its last version was build in Bavaria Germany 1996.
(4x4x1.5 meters) It was burned and ashed while photographed and
videotaped.

hollow block and brick installation

on fire (Bavaria 1996)

The feature film BUDDHA BUM (NYC 1998) was written and directed
by Vera Lehndorff, produced in Brooklyn and filmed by Toshiaki
Ozawa. It features five Transfigurations of Veruschka utilizing
costume and body paint.

Buddha Bum (Film 1998)

EMANATIONS "Children of Illusion"
The project EMANATIONS "Children of Illusion" is a collaborative
work under Veruschka's artistic direction. A number of well known
designers and also young and talented artists ventured into costumedesign, artistic hair and makeup, installation, and photography. By
acting in carefully selected environments of New York the story of 3o
different characters is told; among them urban people, savage animals,
presidents, movie stars, freaks and survivors. The result of seven
years of work is a collection of specially made costumes and photos.
Emanations is a work in progress. Its most recent Characters are
Veruschka's noble Gangstas. A book is in its final stages and will be
published soon.

J ohn Baptist Execut or / EMANATIONS NYC 1996

list of designers who contributed to Emanations:
John Galliano; Anna Sui, Helmut Lang, Chanel, Dolce Gabbana, Paco
Rabanne, Cristian La Croix, Fernando Sanchez, Calvin Klein,
Veronique Le Roi, Martine Sitbon, Versace, Thierry Mugler, Orlando
Pita, Donna Karan, Sybilla Pavenstedt, Yohyi Yamamoto, Kazuko
Oshima, Lina Audi for Liwan, David Dalrymple for Pat Field,Valentino
Manolo Couture, Arnaldo Ferrara, Zia Ziprin, Body Workshop,
Norma Kamali, Susanne Lucas, Trash & Vaudville, Alexa, Mathu and
Zaldy, Roberto Hendrichsen, David Blue Wulf, Students of the
Studio Bercot Clement Bargot; Stephen Schwartz, Kyle Lee, Kerim
Nissim, Veruschka Stylist: Jose Silva

Films
Blow Up Michelangelo Antonioni Italy 1967
Salome Carmelo Bene Italy 1971
Veruschka, Poesia di una Donna Franco Rubartelli Italy 1969
Coleur Chair François Weyergans France 1976
Milo Milo Nikos Perrakis Greece 1978
The Image Dorian Grey in the Mirror of the Yellow Press
Ulrike Ottinger Germany 1984
The Bride Frank Rodham United States 1985
Le Orchestre Rouge Jacques Rouffio France 1989
Transfigurations Vera Lehndorff Holger Truelzsch 1978-1985
The Burning City experimental Film Vera Lehndorff 1998
Buddha Bum Vera Lehndorff (Veruschka) New York 1998
Clara S. Theatre Play by Elfride Jellinek
international Theatre Festival Avignon, Munich and Stuttgart 1983
Völkerfreundschafts Mambo Theatre Play by Hans Peter Litscher;
international Theatre Festival Brussels and Vienna 1996

with David Hemmings in Blow Up by Michelangelo Antonioni

Wild thing
The Telegrapph Magazine
February 2003 By Naomi West
Veruschka was no ordinary Sixties
model; a German countess, she could
be anything from Greta Garbo to a
leopard in a tree. And some 40 years
on, she is still an inspiration,
0f all the players in Michelangelo
Antonioni's cult 1967 film. Blow-Up,
there was one legendary enough to
star as herself. Veruschka - the model
whose far-out features dominated
fashion magazines in the late Sixties appeared for hardly five minutes, but
her performance was electrifying.
Announcing herself ('Here I am') at
the studio of the David Bailey-esque photographer barefoot and in.
a black minidress, she proceeded to seduce the photographer's lens
by writhing on the floor like a wildcat, while he sat astride her,
snapping furiously. 'She moves like nobody on earth,' Hemmings
sighed afterwards.
In real life her photoshoots were no less extraordinary; US Vogue
editor Diana Vreeland would give Veruschka carte blanche to
conceive fashion stories with the Italian photographer Franco
Rubartelli. and Rubartelli would jump on a plane together, taking
all the clothes, body paint and photographic equipment they needed
to the middle of a desert, or to some snowy wasteland against which
Veruschka would throw her lean body into contorted shapes. They
once travelled to the Bahamian island Eleuthera on Christmas Day
to take photographs by moonlight. You would expect such an
astonishing figure to make an entrance. But when Veruschka,
arrives at a Parisian photographic studio, she glides in swiftly,
shrouded like a brightly coloured Lawrence of Arabia. Within
seconds she has disappeared into a back room for a further hour to
apply her make-up.
Veruschka, who now goes by her real name, Vera von Lehndorff,
has been invited to Paris to meet the New York fashion designer
Michael Kors, who chose to capture her spirit in his spring/ summer
2003 show for the French fashion house Celine. To a sitar-laden
remix of the Rolling Stones' Jumping Jack Flash, Kors sent on to the
catwalk a collection he dubbed Veruschka Voyage. he was
apprehensive about meeting one of his. heroines. ('In a way, it's like
The Wizard of Oz. Do you really wanna know about the wizard?')
Von Lehndorffs pale, heavily lined face and broad features remain
impassive as she draws on a cigarette. Her ensemble is on the outer
reaches of eccentricity; over her taut body she wears something
resembling a black body stocking, a floor-length orange cardigan
and a raggedy orange tie-dyed scarf. On her size-nine feet are
Vivienne Westwood pirate boots, and her straggly tawny hair hangs
from under an orange bandanna decorated with spangles. Odder

still, earlier in the day this look was completed with a pair of
orange-lensed Ali-G-style sunglasses.
…The figure of Veruschka first entered Kors's consciousness when he
was eight years old. The pictures which lodged in his brain were those
of Veruschka on safari in Africa - as the proud huntress, wearing an Yves
Saint Laurent lace-up minidress with her shotgun slung across her
shoulders, and as the game, in a catsuit with her face painted to look
like a leopard, lying supine along a high branch in a tree. 'There's
nothing retro about those pictures. They still look incredible today,'
exclaims Kors. The images were so arresting. Certainly von Lehndorff's
career as a model has had unusually little to do with clothes. As she
said to Nova magazine in 1968, '1 hate the whole kind of chic look - Dior,
St Laurent... They might look very nice, but I don't feel them.' And her
attitude hasn't changed. 'I'm not especially inspired by fashion,' she says
slowly in her contralto, Germanic voice, before giving the rail of Celine
outfits a polite but cursory survey. For von Lehndorff, modelling was
all about transforming herself. 'I was always being different types 'of
women. I copied Ursula Andress, Brigitte Bardot, Greta Garbo. Then I got
bored so I painted myself as an animal,' she says in a deadpan way. 'One
day I ended up as a stone. I was depressed and went out on to my terrace
in Rome. I wanted to disappear, to be like the stones of the terrace. I
painted myself lying down in the mirror, and copied the stones on to my
face.
But at the beginning of her career, changing was a necessity, not an
artistic endeavour. She had first travelled to New York in 1961 as plain
old Vera, but failled to secure a single booking. After retreating to
Milan for a spell, she returned to take Manhattan under her new name,
Veruschka. 'I dressed all in black and went to see all the top
photographers, like Irving Penn, and said, "I am Veruschka who comes
from the border between Russia, Germany and Poland. I'd like to see
what you can do with my face. " You had to make a big number about it, to
be somebody they didn't forget.' It worked; constantly booked, Veruschka
gained almost mythical status. When Life magazine profiled 'the most
sought-after model in the world', they magnified her 6ft frame to an
alien 6ft 4. Her extraordinary physique, complete with outsize hands and
feet, even spawned industry rumours that she had once been a man.
Von Lehndorff' s background is as intriguing as the Veruschka creature
she invented. Of noble birth, her full title … is the Countess Vera
Gottliebe Anna von Lehndorff. Her father was a Prussian count who was
involved in the plot to assassinate Hitler in July 1944 and hanged that
year, when Vera was five. Her mother was arrested, and Vera and her
sisters spent the rest of the war in Gestapo camps, separated and given
new identities. They were reunited with their mother after the war, but
the family was destitute, and ostracised by other Germans for their
father's treachery. Vera grew up with her family constantly moving
between different relatives; having attended 13 schools, she ended up
studying textile design in Florence, where a fashion designer first
asked her to model.
Looking at von Lehndorff today on the outskirts of the bustling
photoshoot there is an army of studio assistants. You get the feeling
that she could never have become a supermodel in the 21st century. As
Kors concurs nostalgically, 'She is an emblem of a time in fashion, along
with people like Mrs Vreeland, where there were no holds barred,
everything was possible.' This era, the Sixties and the early Seventies,
remains an endless source of inspiration for today's star designers,

such as Marc Jacobs. But ironically, the capacity to work like Veruschka
and Vreeland is virtually non-existent in today's business-led climate.
Von Lehndorff stopped modelling in the early Seventies when the newly
appointed editor-in-chief at Vogue, Grace Mirabella, advised her to cut
her hair so readers could identify with her ('I hated that idea'). She then
sought to become 'an artist who had modelled for a few years'.
Collaborating with the artist Holger Trülzsch, she was photographed in
1971 and 1972 as a series of characters, clad only in body paint. She was
a sinister pimp cocking a pistol in a sharp suit; and the outlaw Jesse
James with a shotgun slung across his shoulders, mimicking her earlier
pose in an Yves Saint Laurent safari dress. She then declared, 'My only
interest is in fusing into a background', and Trülzsch took a series of
pictures with her body painted to be creepily indistinguishable from its
setting: the walls of an abandoned Hamburg fish market, huge bales of
second-hand clothing in a warehouse in Italy. Susan Sontag wrote
fascinatedly about von Lehndorff's 'strong energy for un-being', and
praised the melancholy eloquence of the work.
Although she has made the odd foray back into modelling (for example,
to launch a menswear collection for Karl Lagerfeld in 1995), von
Lehndorff lives the life of an artist in a rundown area of Brooklyn, with
her friend Micha Waschke, a musician who doubles as her assistant. She
has exhibited a steady stream of work, from photos of herself covered in
ash (produced in 1987 and every bit like a premonition of September 11)
to a short film, Buddha Bum (1998), in which she plays a series of
homeless people and-Buddha.
Since the mid-Nineties, she has collaborated with designers ranging
from Helmut Lang to Paco Rabanne to explore characters that include
'urbanites and savage animals, presidents and movie stars'. But the
results are compellingly strange, and far from anachronistic. In a
recent ,emanation' she posed for Vogue Homme as two Versace-clad
gangstas with corn-rowed hair, one pasty-white and one ebony-black.
While the fashion world fosters an ongoing fascination with her Sixties
persona she is detached from any hype. Asked if she misses the glamour
of her modelling career. she looks down her wide, flat nose
unselfconsciously: "No I have my own drama and glamour anyhow." ‘I
think she's more glamorous than she ever looked in her pictures.'
Michael Kors chips in, which is plainly untrue. But in fashion where
myths can hold more sway than reality. Veruschka will always be an
extraordinary beauty.
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